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***

Ukraine is failing miserably in its “counteroffensive”.

After nearly 3 months, Ukraine has lost probably more than 50,000+ dead. For that price,
Ukraine has in the south advanced 6 km to the village of Robotine. That is only 2 km per
month at a small narrow point of Ukraine’s maximum advance. And Ukraine is still more
than 20 km from the main  railway hub of  Tokmak,  70 km from their  main  objective
Melitopol,  and  90  km  from  the  Sea  to  cut  off  Crimea.  Ukraine  has  also  after  immense
casualties marched 6 km to Urazhaine, which is practically nowhere. South of Artemovsk
(Bakhmut),  Ukraine  marched  closed  to  the  village  of  Klischiivka,  but  is  now pushed  firmly
back as the Russians have taken over the offensive actions. North of Artemovsk (Bakhmut),
Ukraine is not moving even a meter. And in the north, Ukraine has evacuated the strategic
logistical hub of Kupyansk and from more than 50 settlements around it as Russia is rolling
out a major offensive in that area.

Ukraine  is  losing  its  “precious”  western  equipment  on  an  industrial  scale.  Leopard  2,
Challenger, Bradley, Stryker, CAESAR … they are all being destroyed on conveyor belt.

There is only one month left of this summer’s fighting season, and suddenly these realities
are starting to press on decision makers in the US, the EU, and even in Ukraine.

Everywhere in the West, a new discourse is unfolding

New discourse in the US: 

“The  U.S.  intelligence  community  assesses  that  Ukraine’s  counteroffensive  will  fail  to
reach the key southeastern city of Melitopol, people familiar with the classified forecast
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told The Washington Post, a finding that, should it prove correct, would mean Kyiv won’t
fulfill  its  principal  objective  of  severing  Russia’s  land  bridge  to  Crimea  in  this  year’s
push.”  –  The  Washington  Post,  August  17,  2023

New discourse in the EU (former French President Sarkozy):

“Sarkozy, who was in office (2007-2012) when France held the EU’s rotating presidency
in 2008 during Russia’s invasion of Georgia, told Le Figaro in an interview the bloc
ought to “clarify [its] strategy” with regards to Moscow’s war in Ukraine.

“Being at war whilst not being at war” is no longer a sustainable stance, Sarkozy said,
calling on all parties to find a “compromise”, else things could take an ugly turn “at any
moment”.

The comments were largely received as a move to distance from French President
Emmanuel Macron’s Ukraine policy.” – Euractiv, August 17, 2023

The West is desperately looking for a way out of this.
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